
Do you have to pick items at 4 m?Do you want to do it safely?



Do you do internal maintenance work 

at 4 m?

Do you want one employee to do the

work of two?

Then read on ......





... we would like 

to introduce you 

to the Wave®
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What is Wave®?

An electrically powered

vehicle for movement

and stocking of non-

palletised goods or

maintenance at low

heights. 

In research the Wave®

has proven that tasks 

such as stocking 

shelves can be achieved 

48% faster whilst re-

ducing operational 

fatigue by up to 90%.
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How can I use it?

Where you 

use ladders

Move ladder into 

position

Balance goods

to be stocked

Climb ladder

to stock goods
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How can I use it?

Much easier

with Wave®

Goods are lifted to 

position on 90kg tray

Operator is at exactly 

right height to work 

efficiently and safely
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Using ladders at 2m and more can be dangerous

Leaning and stretching 

from an insecure base

Awkward/heavy goods 

must be brought down 

manually

Ladders must be 

pulled/pushed in 

position in confined 

spaces
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With Wave® it‘s simple & safe

Leaning and stretching 

can be eliminated by the 

Wave

®

s ability to travel 

at height

With a width of 750mm 

and length of 1500mm 

the Wave

®

can travel in 

the most congested 

areas

Awkward/bulky loads 

can be brought down 

securely and safely
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Wave® can be used anywhere

In Retail ...

POS/

Seasonal promotions

Replenishment/

Picking

Maintenance/

Lighting
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Wave® can be used anywhere

In ‘Goods In‘

and ‘Despatch‘

Heavy stock picking/

Replenishment

Inventory control

Drops without forklift
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Customer Views

“We’ve been impressed with the machine – and the time it can save us.”

“Wave

®

is very useful, for restocking of shelves in store, POS or general maintenance,

order picking and displays”.

“What I like most about the Wave

®

is its time saving and its mobility.”

“Time and effort savings certainly outweigh the purchase price of the Wave

®

.“

“Will be superb for stocktaking as the man-hour costs we will save will more than cover

the weekly rental costs of the machine.”

“A job of restocking shelves which can take up to an hour and a half using ladders

took only half an hour with the Wave

®

.“

“We used to work with ladders but they have now been banned from the stores for

safety reasons.“
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Europe‘s no 1 retailer

3 out of the top 4 household and electrical goods retailers 

in the UK

2 of the top 3 supermarket chains in the UK

2 of the leading German car manufacturers

The 2 largest companies in mobile communications

Some of the companies who already enjoy the 

productivity and safety benefits of the Wave®
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Just remember

In the UK over 

9,000 employees 

fall from a height 

of 2 metres

every year.

All of whom spend

more than 3 days

off work and one 

third of whom are 

seriously injured.
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0800 389 1134

(Free Phone)

For more information

please call

                   

  

                   

  

                   

  

Don‘t let your  

employees

be one of them.

Safety First

or call your local Crown 

Sales Representative

To end  show press “Esc“


